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Lec 8:  19 September 2011                  Chapter 4:  Motions of the Planets	

TODAY - Apparent and True Motion of the Planets	


•  Apparent Motion of the Planets	

•  Brief History of our attempts to understand ^^	

•  Kepler’s Laws	


end Part 1 - Apparent and True Motion of Sun, Earth, Moon,  Sky	


Part 2  - All These Motions Explained (finally!)	

•  Galileo’s Early Telescope Observation	

•  Newton’s  Laws of Motion	

•  Newton’s Law of Gravity	

•  Why things are spherical; why they move in orbits	


APPARENT Motion of the Planets	

•  Sun and Moon are very bright 1/2-degree “disks”	


–  Sun moves along ecliptic circle in 1 year	

–  Moon moves along (almost) ecliptic in 1 month	

–  ecliptic runs through the “zodiac”	


•  Stars are “points of light” 	

–  circle around sky in ~1 day (23h 56m)	

–  rise/set 2 hours earlier each month	

–  so they appear at night to go around us once per year	

–  keep their same patterns (relative positions) year after year	


•  5 other objects look like stars, but move relative to the stars	

–  “Planets”:  Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn	

–  circle always close to the ecliptic, but with individuality	


•  Their brightness varies...	

–  brightest:  Venus and Jupiter always bright	

–  faintest:  Mercury and Mars	

– most variable:  Mars	


•  They move at different speeds...	

–  fastest:  Mercury then Venus	

–  slowest: Saturn	


•  Mercury and Venus never very far from the Sun...	


•  Mars, Jupiter, Saturn can be seen anywhere along the 
ecliptic.  But they sometimes exhibit “retrograde” 
motion...	


•  Venus is the brightest 
thing in the sky after the 
Sun and Moon	

–  can only be seen in the 

west in the evening 
(“evening star”) 	


– OR in the east in the 
morning (“morning star”)	


–  at most 47o from Sun	


•  Mercury rarely seen	

–  low in sky during 

twilight	

–  at most 28o from Sun	


•  Their brightness varies...	

–  brightest:  Venus and Jupiter always bright	

–  faintest:  Mercury; Mars varies a lot!	


•  They move at different speeds...	

–  fastest:  Mercury then Venus	

–  slowest: Saturn	


•  Mercury and Venus never very far from the Sun...	


•  Mars, Jupiter, Saturn can be seen anywhere along the 
ecliptic.  But they sometimes exhibit “retrograde” motion...	


Retrograde Motion	


•  Planets generally move west->east           (“prograde”)	


•  But sometimes they move east->west!     (“retrograde”)	

– Mars ~26 months	

–  Jupiter ~13 months	

– Saturn ~12.5 months	


see it in motion...	
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Emergence of the Heliocentric Model	

•  daily motion of the sky must be due to rotation of Earth, 

which was known to be spherical	

•  without detailed observations, it seemed that Earth was 

center of everything (“Geocentric”)	

•  but motions of the planets are very hard to explain	

•  Copernicus showed that all the motions can easily be 

explained if planets circle around with Sun in center 
(“Heliocentric”); but “perfect circles” still assumed, so it 
didn’t match the observations any better than geocentric 
models	


•  Tycho Brahe’s great observations, analyzed by Kepler, 
confirmed that Earth is but one of several planets going 
around the Sun.	


Retrograde Motion Occurs When ���
Inner Planet “Laps” Outer Planet	


Time for an excellent demonstration....	


Emergence of the Heliocentric Model	

•  daily motion of the sky must be due to rotation of Earth, 

which was known to be spherical	

•  without detailed observations, it seemed that Earth was 

center of everything (“Geocentric”)	

•  but motions of the planets are very hard to explain	

•  Copernicus showed that all the motions can easily be 

explained if planets circle around with Sun in center 
(“Heliocentric”); but “perfect circles” still assumed, so it 
didn’t match the observations any better than geocentric 
models	


•  Tycho Brahe’s great observations, analyzed by Kepler, 
confirmed that Earth is but one of several planets going 
around the Sun.	


Kepler’s “Laws” of Planetary Motion	

1.  Planets move around the Sun in elliptical orbits 

with the Sun at one focus.	


KL #1:  Planets move in ellipses with Sun at one focus	

–  nothing is in the center!	

–  nothing is at the other focus!	

–  ellipse is characterized by two numbers:  a  &  e	

– most planet orbits are nearly circular  (e~0)	


Semimajor axis (a)	


average distance from Sun	
 Eccentricity (e)	


describes “shape” of the ellipse	


2.  Line conecting Sun and planet “sweeps out equal areas 
in equal times”	


perihelion/aphelion           perigee/apogee	


see it in motion...	
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KL #2:  Planet-Sun line sweeps out equal areas in equal times	


–  planets don’t move at constant speed	

–  move faster when closer to Sun	

–  if you know how fast a planet moves at one point in its 

orbit, you can predict how fast it will be moving at all other 
points	


Conservation 
of Angular 
Momentum	


3.  There is a relation between how long it takes a 
planet to complete and orbit (period) and the 
“size” (semi-major axis) of its orbit:   P2 ~ a3	


–  period is easy to measure (for example, Jupiter 
takes 12 years to move through all the 
constellations of the zodiac)	


–  inner planets orbit the Sun in less time than the 
outer planets	


–  period gives a way to measure the planets’ average 
distance from the Sun compared to Earth’s average 
distance (1 AU)	


KL #3: (Period)2 = a3	

–  gives relative size scale (in “astronomical units”) 

of the solar system based on easily-measured 
periods of the planets	


–  [we’ll see this law allows us to measure Mass]	


Planet orbits are 
nearly circular	


1 “Astronomical 
Unit” is the mean 
distance between 
Earth and Sun	


Kepler’s Third 
puts relative scale 
on Solar System	


How far is 1 AU?	


Summary of Part I	

•  We see the same patterns, motions, and cycles in the sky that 

have been seen by everyone throughout history, worldwide	

•  There are daily cycles, monthly cycles, and yearly cycles	

•  It can all be “explained” by a few simple facts...	


–  the stars are so far away that the sky just looks like a 
sphere; their true distances and real motion cannot be 
perceived (with our eyes)	


–  spherical earth blocks our view of half the sky	

  how high above the horizon celestial objects appear (or 

whether they even appear at all) depends on how far north 
or south of the equator you are	


–  the Earth rotates once per day	

  how far east or west of the meridian they appear depends on 

time of day	


•  Combined effect of spherical sky, spherical Earth, and 
rotating Earth:  apparent daily motion of an object on 
the sky depends on (1) your latitude and (2) the 
declination of the object on the sky	


•  We go around the Sun once per year	

•  The Moon goes around us once a month; bounces 

sunlight off it’s lit half through cycle of “phases”	

•  Everything orbits and rotates in “right-hand” sense	

•  We fix our clock and calendar to the Sun, so the stars 

seem to drift around the sky once a year (4 minutes/day; 
2 hours/month)	


–  pattern of stars at night, and their location in our sky, the 
same every year on the same date at the same time	
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Some “Why” Questions - ���
Stay Tuned for Part II	


•  Why are the Earth, Sun, and Moon spherical?	

•  Why do they spin?	

•  Why does the Moon go around Earth?  Earth around Sun?	


– why does Moon go around close to ecliptic plane rather 
than our equator?	


•  Why do they all rotate/orbit in right-hand sense?	

•  Why does the Moon rotate and orbit with same period?	


–  or... why doesn’t the Earth do the same thing?	

•  Why don’t they all just sit still?  	

•  Is it just coincidence that Moon orbits just far enough 

from Earth to be same apparent size as the Sun?	



